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With the growing in-depth understanding of information technology, using
information technology to change the way of product management and improve the
work efficiency and the level of management which is already become the consensus
of people. The security situation in today’s world grows nervous. The security
precautionary consciousness of people has also reached an unprecedented status.
People is also put forward higher requirements for modern security and guard
technology. Entrance guard management system becomes a new type modern safety
management system. It has become a very challenging and notable problem in the
security field.
Under the guidance of software engineering idea, the goal of the dissertation is
how to improve the safety guard level. It design and implement entrance guard
management system. The system was developed using JAVA programing language. It
applys SQL Server 2008 Database Management System to manage data, and
then application connects database by JDBC. Firstly the dissertation introduces the
research background and significance of system. Then based on the business
requirement of system, it completes the requirement analysis of function, role and
non-function. On this basis, it use object-oriented analysis design ideal complete the
overall design of system which conclude network topology design, function design,
E-R modeling and database table structure design. It completes the design of overall
framework of system. On this basis, combing with the introduction of interface of
system main function it introduces the produce of implementation of system. The
dissertation designs the function testing use case of system and tests functions of
system and states the results of system testing. Finally, it concludes the system and
prospects the follow-up work.
The system is run successfully in the unit. Through the using of the entrance
guard management department, system has the characteristics of easy operation, short
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